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the name of the person who did this is vittorio mortari. he was born in bologna and died in milan in 1976. [:cool:] has a piece called etude that, while im not sure if the track was recorded live, sounds just like a rehearsed performance. in other words, listening to this tracks feels like attending a concert. its very engaging. [:cool:] uses a tape echo. i think its called
an immersion echo. it sounds cool. i also like rts. its up-tempo and its avant-garde. unsurprisingly, its a return to outlier sounds. in fact, the only track in [:cool:]s archive that does not sound like an echo is in rhythm. in rhythm is a demo and it sounds a little like for all we dont know in terms of loudness and softness. its also a little like dont be sad in that its fast. i
like it because the bass drags. its not a skipping beat. my music education consisted of mainly learning how to play an instrument. lets talk gives me a spectacular mental image. the ideas and phrases simply flow like water out of a tap. writing comes easily, like maybe i should stay here forever. why would i go anywhere else? a marillion album always raises an
instant opinion of the group. i believe the album was the last that ian anderson was truly comfortable in. the dynamic range of this album comes from the middle-to-long passages with blast-measured vocals. the middle slows to an underwater pace with anderson surrounded by tentacles (we heard it first in emerson). on venture, everything accelerates. anderson s
vocals set the pace, the keyboards follow, the bass and drums fall in, and the whole thing stomps. the solo section is a joy. the textures sound like they are on overload. everything feels deeper; each note the drums seem to take forever to hit.
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the show invites us to reflect back on our memories of childhood or the past or just play a meme-filled game of cat and mouse with our friends and family. the addictive and reflective mobile application simultaneously shares your screen to friends and family, allowing you to share video to your friends directly from the main screen of your device. you are going to
enjoy a variety of new and classic tv shows and movies. sometime later this year, the online platform is going to be compatible with ios mobile devices. furthermore, users will be able to express their creativity as well as access and manage their data using samsungs intuitive interface. by doing so, youll get the same functionality as a media player, but at the
same time, it will prevent you from ever again missing a moment of your favorite shows, again and again. no more missed episodes or unsent messages. you can quickly and easily explore a world full of content, and you can get to it wherever you are, whenever you want. this is the next best thing to a real television show, or movie collection, you can always

watch your favorite episodes and movies on your mobile. you can also use the video recorder to save your favorite videos. in brief: even as its tv ratings tumbled, er remains an institution, with major cast and crew reuniting for a new 10-episode series. an audience still latches on to the actresses and doctors and medical staff who gave the iconic program its initial
zest, and the new series risks being undermined by tired storylines and some missteps. visually, the americans did fine while shooting in a single, quirky location, and the show benefits from the sharp editing work of peter deluise. the new cast isn't as watchable as some of the originals, but the performances stand out and are anchored by a couple of superb lead
performances. the americans remains a sound drama and, with a certain capacity for compromise and seriousness, something that should be treasured. adams is the most provocative series on cable, and it benefits from being allowed to dwell on the body, and the society within which it exists, without any sense of judgment. its a downbeat one-two punch that

works, regardless of race or gender, and it gets at the heart of the importance and impermanence of art. city on fire is another week of stellar television, all of which proves the rule that if you have to ask the question, the answer is likely dumb. it hits all the beats, it has the wherewithal to go to places unexpected, and it is expertly performed without ever feeling
like a slog. 5ec8ef588b
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